ABSTRACT. Conditions are given under which a product of two semlflnlte measures is absolutely continuous or weakly singular with respect to another product of two semiflnlte measures. A Lebesgue type decomposition theorem is proved for certain product measures so that the resulting measures are themselves product measures.
INTRODUCTION
The main results of this paper are Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 in which we observe conditions under which the Lebesgue decomposition of one product measure with respect to another yields measures which are themselves product measures. It will be seen that the expected results (similar to those of [I] ) hold for the smallest product of two semifinite measures but that some surprising things can happen for the largest product of two semifinite measures.
Throughout this paper and ' will be (nonnegative, countably additive) measures on a sigma-rlng g and 9 and 9' will be measures on a sigma ring g
We say that is absolutely continuous with respect to ', denoted << ', if (E) 0 whenever E g and '(E) 0 . We say that is weakly singular with respect to ', denoted S ', if for each E ( g there exists F g such that (E) (E N F) and '(F) 0. A measure is semifinite if every set of infinite measure contains sets of arbitrarily large positive measure. Undefined terminology and notation can be found in [2] .
A product of and 9 is a measure ( 9) # on g g such that ( 9) # (G)9(H) whenever G 6 S H 6 g and (G)9(H) < oo. (Such a product is called a pseudo-product measure in [3] .) We (See, for example, [5, p. 265] .) It is easy to see that ( x )S < ( x )# < ( x )L for each product ( x )# [3, Theorem 4] . Conversely are measures on g and 9 is a measure on g. To prove the reverse inequality, it suffices to show that If follows that 
)S(G x H) (G)(H) whenever (G) < and 9(H) < and (ii) ( 9)S(M) sup {( x )S(M (G H)): (G)
PROOF. Suppose M is a measurable set in the product space, and suppose '. Then Hence, (8) and Theorem 3.1 of [9] . 
